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What do you think is the impact of art such as:

Palestinian Art

Sand Sculpture - Osama Spitah
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For The Sake of The Sun - Shahd Abusalama

Sources:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/shahd_abusalama/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20160303-a-palestinian-artist-making-a-living-through-sand-sculpting/
http://theculturetrip.com/middle-east/palestinian-territories/articles/resilience-and-light-contemporary-palestinian-art-exhibition/

Free Samer Issawi - Shahd Abusalama Freedom - Mohammed Joha

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSnGsy2wwkc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLZRGyxa5OA
https://www.flickr.com/photos/shahd_abusalama/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20160303-a-palestinian-artist-making-a-living-through-sand-sculpting/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/shahd_abusalama/


What is the impact of such art when augmented 
with the propaganda art, cartoons and ads?

Petar Pismestrovic, Austria

http://www.timesofisrael.com/vienna-jews-city-ignoring-muslim-anti-semitic-incitement/ http://mystical-politics.blogspot.com/2014/07/anti-semitism-at-pro-gaza-rallies-in.html
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2012/07/12/ny-metro-anti-israel-ad/ http://archive.adl.org/media_watch/newspapers/20040521-kleine+zeitung.html
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Ad in a New York Metro Station

Zeon Stuttart, Germany

http://www.timesofisrael.com/vienna-jews-city-ignoring-muslim-anti-semitic-incitement/
http://mystical-politics.blogspot.com/2014/07/anti-semitism-at-pro-gaza-rallies-in.html
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2012/07/12/ny-metro-anti-israel-ad/
http://archive.adl.org/media_watch/newspapers/20040521-kleine+zeitung.html


Literature 
and 

Academia

www.poetryfoundation.org

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/


What do you think is the impact of news such as:
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And there is a long history of the use of art as 
a political weapon…



Soviet Union
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Artist: S. M. Karpov

http://riowang.blogspot.com/2011/12/for-birthday.html http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/12/26/communist-propaganda-post_n_6377336.html

http://riowang.blogspot.com/2011/12/for-birthday.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/12/26/communist-propaganda-post_n_6377336.html


Nazi Germany
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Gestalt und Wandel des Reiches - S. M. Karpov

http://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-archive/politart-thumb.htm http://www.bytwerk.com/gpa/posters3.htm http://host272.hostmonster.com/suspended.page/disabled.cgi/master-of-education.org

http://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-archive/politart-thumb.htm
http://www.bytwerk.com/gpa/posters3.htm
http://host272.hostmonster.com/suspended.page/disabled.cgi/master-of-education.org


Guernica -
Picasso
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Diego Rivera

The History of Mexico  (1929-1935)

The Flower Carrier (1935) 

Agrarian Leader Zapata (1931) Dance in Tehuantepec (1928)
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The Great 
Depression

Dorothea Lange, “Migrant Mother” (1936)

James E. Allen, Prayer for Rain (1938)



Does it matter in determining…

• perceptions?

• preferences?

• intended and actual behavior?

What is the impact of the anti-Israeli art on 
the world’s public opinion of Israel? 
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While we may be skeptical, my answer is Yes.

13www.mideastposts.com, artist: Eric Drooker

DON’T BLOCK

AD BLOCKERS

http://cdn.compliancesigns.com/media/no-trespass-security-camera/300/No-Trespassing-Sign-TRE-13579_300.gif

Can we do something about it without 
resorting to censorship?

http://www.mideastposts.com/


First, let’s monitor the anti and pro-Israel art and 
use it as a measure of our national strength.
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http://giraffesocialmedia.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/smm.jpg

For #HumanRights Day 
we revisit #Bansky and 
his 2007 visit to 
#Israel/#Palestine

Rage, Flower Thrower by Bansky
in Bethlehem in the West Bank



Second, Create an ecosystem and incentives conducive 
to cooperation between Israeli and Palestinian artists.
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Painted in Jerusalem by Arab and Jewish youth 
and artists Joel Bergner and Max Frieder

Focus on what the relationship between Israel 
and Palestine could and should be.

Festival of Festivals brings together Arab and Israeli artists.
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Musical collaboration group brings together 
Israeli and Arab artists

Film about a religiously 
mixed community in Tel 

Aviv produced by a 
Palestinian & Israeli 

team

“Quiet,” a production by Palestinian and 
Israeli performers about the conflict

A documentary about  
Israeli and Palestinian 

children learning ballroom 
dance together

How to leverage and enhance initiatives such as: 



Third, Create a mechanism to disseminate and use 
the resulting collaborative art as a model.
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What other ideas have we learned from our key 
note speaker and panelists? 

Hopefully we all realize the power of art as an 
important dimension of national strength and 

can focus on what each of us can do: 

• enhance the POWER OF ART to enrich 
our lives 

• lead to the desired social 
transformation 

• to improve the image of Israel around 
the world

• and ideally move toward a solution to 
the current conflict 

Moving Forward…

1. Monitor the 
anti and pro-Israel 
art and use it as a 

measure of 
national strength

3. Create a 
mechanism to 

disseminate and 
use the resulting 

art as a model 

2. Create an 
ecosystem and 

incentives conducive 
to cooperation 
between artists 
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